Testimonials from Past Clients
"Ariana Pearsall was an absolute pleasure to work with. She was kind, professional,
accommodating and very knowledgeable. She made me feel at ease booking rooms for the
corporate event and she also supported me with last minute changes when 2 ambassadors had
to cancel their flights due to family emergency."

"Lori was very helpful and patient in tailoring the arrangements to meet our needs. The
service was very good. We considered several sites but the Francis Marion was the only one
that was able to meet our needs."

"The conference experience was really on point. I would honestly struggle to point out anything
negative at all. Rooms were well set, signage was clear, restrooms were cleaned and stocked, food
was really, really good. Everything ran smoothly, thanks to the organization of the staff and the
rooms for us. Anything we needed, yall were there to quickly respond to...it really was just so smooth
for us...it was 100% beyond my expectations. I am so happy we selected this hotel for our event. Oh,
and the fact that we already have our final bill? That is outstanding! We've never gotten that level off
efficiency from any of the hotels we've worked with!"

"Lori and the Francis Marion Staff was so gracious in assisting with the constantly changing
plan. My team reported that the space was perfect, technology worked, and the refreshments
were wonderful! …We will be booking again!"

Jessica Smithson has been a true gem to work with. Her generosity and welcoming spirit showed from
the first time my colleague and I stepped foot into the Francis Marion Hotel. Jessica’s local knowledge of
the city and attention to every last detail of our corporate event made choosing the Francis Marion an
easy decision. Unfortunately due to the pandemic, we had to reschedule our Fall of 2020 conference, but
Jessica and the Francis Marion Hotel were so accommodating with our change of plans, and worked to
ensure we were able to have the same rooms and provisions for our newly scheduled date. It was a relief
to not have to worry about finding a new venue, the date transfer was seamless, and we look forward to a
truly special event next year!

